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The Hotel da Música is a reference 4-star hotel located in the beautiful city of Porto. 
Located in the interior of the Bom Sucesso Market, classified as a patrimonial public interest 
estate, its unique centrality and relaxed ambience, inspired by music, turns this hotel into 
an icon of the city. The Hotel da Música is a theme based hotel featuring an exclusive 
design, situated near the well-renowned Casa da Música, a few steps away from the famous 
Avenida da Boavista and the historic city centre. 

With 85 non-smokers rooms, the hotel features different typologies: standard room, 
executive, superior, communicating, suite and rooms for guests with reduced mobility. The 
rooms are equipped with television, internet, telephone, a safe, air conditioning, minibar, 
and a desk. The bathroom features a hairdryer and dispensers with amenities. Laundry 
service, room service and babysitting are also available, upon request. 

The Bom Sucesso Gourmet Restaurant, with capacity for 65 people, presents a menu with 
irrefutable proposals for breakfast, lunch or dinner and a diversified selection of tapas. The 
Restaurant also has available healthy menus, adaptable to all dietary needs, such as gluten 
free, sugar free, and lactose free dishes and also a wide range of vegetarian dishes. 

 

KOSHER RESTAURANT 

The Hotel da Música is Kosher certified, featuring menus of “Jewish cuisine”, upon request.  

The staffs are fit for dealing with Jewish clients and meet their specificities. There is a 
central kitchen adapted to the religious Jewish law, which suffered several interventions 
for that purpose, and where the meals are cooked with rabbinic sealing. The functioning of 
the kitchen, connection of the devices, processes and choice of the food is constantly 
monitored by a mash guiach, Jewish supervisor, compliant of the day-by-day religious 
obligations.  

This project is coordinated by Rabbi Daniel Litvak, whose supervision is acknowledged by the 
Grand Rabbinate of Israel and by great cashrut entities worldwide.  The “Jewish cuisine” of 
the Hotel da Música can be appreciated by the city`s inhabitants and tourist of all nations. 
There is also a certified shop, the Porto Kosher Store, with Kosher products only, open to 
the general public. 

The Hotel da Música also features the Pavarotti Bar, a modern and elegant space that 
stands out as the ideal meeting point for all of those who visit the city, attend a concert at 
Casa da Música or appreciate a relaxed break to the sound of lounge music. Open to public 
and with capacity for 80 people, the Bar has the perfect tuning to enjoy a wonderful Port or 
Douro wine, an appetizer or simply enjoy a good conversation. 

The Hotel also features two meeting rooms, a private parking area and chargers for 
electrical vehicles (one specifically for a Tesla), upon availability.  
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Materials 

• Photos: see 

• Logos: see 

• Fact Sheet: see in EN | see in PT 

• Brochure: see 

 

Accesses 

• Website: www.hoteldamusica.com 

• Facebook: @HoteldaMusica 

• Instagram: @hoteldamusica 

• LinkedIn: Hoti Hoteis 

• YouTube: Hoti Hoteis 

 

Further Information 

Hoti Hoteis’ Marketing and Communication Department 

(+351) 211 988 150 | comunicacao@hotihoteis.com 

 

About Hoti Hoteis Group 

Hoti Hoteis Group began operating in 1978, and it currently manages a portfolio of 18 hotels 
comprising own brands (Star inn, Hotel da Música and Golden Residence Hotel Madeira) as 
well as two international chains (Meliá Hotels & Resorts and Marriott Hotels & Resorts), 
scattered across several areas of Portugal (Braga, Porto, Aveiro, Castelo Branco, Leiria, 
Peniche, Lisboa, Setúbal and Madeira) and Mozambique (Maputo). 

Hoti Hoteis specialises in providing hotel services in the form of ownership, operation,  
management or franchise. It manages properties in the 3, 4 and 5-star segments, and is one 
of the largest Portuguese hotel groups. 

Hoti Hoteis: Hotels that grow with you.  
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